THE FUTURE OF TIME
INTRODUCING THE SANDFOX SMARTWATCH
Loaded with artificial intelligence (AI), two cameras, a hard drive and a phone, the Sandfox is much
more than the smartest smartwatch. It’s a digital assistant and multimedia center on your wrist.

Launching at CES 2017, in Las Vegas, NV, the Sandfox Smartwatch is the brainchild of Mikevision
Technologies, a high tech design company with offices in Geneva Switzerland, New York, and Shenzhen,
China. Led by Swiss designers and engineers from the EPFL (Swiss Federal Institute of Technology) and
coding experts from the gaming industry, the company’s mission is to create new products that contain
edge technology and are elegant in their design.
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THE FUTURE OF TIME
ECOSYSTEM - MUCH MORE THAN A SMARTWATCH WITH A PHONE
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Android OS – The Sandfox is powered by a full Android

Storage - 16 GB hard drive, where you can store

system, which means that you can do everything provided

Word documents, PowerPoint presentations and even videos.

by a full Android phone.

BlueTooth - The Sandfox comes with a powerful

Phone - You don’t need a phone to call, because the
Sandfox has a built-in sim card slot. Just type your
number on the dial keyboard, and make your call.

BlueTooth speaker to enjoy all your audio content in
perfect quality. Also included are Bluetooth earphones,
which act as a microphone for Skype and Facebook Live
video calls using the front-facing camera.

Cameras - The front-facing camera is for Skype and
Facebook Live video calls. The rear facing camera is
for high-resolution still photography.
SOS Button - A button you will hopefully never have
to use, it can be activated in an emergency to
automatically call three pre-programmed phone
numbers, including police, fire, and relatives.
Because it’s also loaded with GPS, emergency
personnel will know your exact location within your

Faces of Sandfox - The Sandfox Smartwatch comes with
10 alternate faces or “skins”. Select a skin that matches
your mood or personal style.

house in a health-related emergency.
Radio Network - You can listen to your favorite
radio stations though the 3G network or standard
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THE FUTURE OF TIME
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (AI) - A WATCH THAT LEARNS TO BECOME MORE HUMAN

THE SANDFOX IS YOUR VERY SMART PERSONAL ASSISTANT

Her name is Silvia, an acronym for “Self Instructional and Linguistically
Variable Intelligent Algorithms”, the digital brain that runs Sandfox
programs, listens to your commands, and keeps the watch ticking.
Because Silvia is infused with artificial intelligence, and is, in fact, a
learning computer program, the Sandfox is the smartest smart watch.
While Apple’s Siri program was the first digital assistant to have a voice
and lend a hand to help us manage our digital tasks, she never learned
from her interactions with humans. Sylvia, by contrast, with her AI
brainpower, learns from every voice-command how to become more
efficient in her tasks and how to become more “human”.
With the AI-powered Silvia getting smarter every time we surf the web, click on an app, or snap a selfie, the Sandfox will be
regarded less often as an intelligent timepiece and more as a digital assistant we rely on every day.
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THE FUTURE OF TIME
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

OPERATING SYSTEM :

FULL ANDROID OS

DIMENSIONS :

49MM X 15MM

DISPLAY SIZE :

1.39 INCH

SCREEN RESOLUTION :

400 X 400 PIX

SCREEN :

AMOLED

INPUT :

TOUCH SCREEN
MICROPHONE-SPEAKER

CASING :

TITANUM - GORILLA GLASS

BATTERY :

600 MAH

GPS :

SUPPORTED

CAMERA :

DUAL CAM 5 & .3 MP + led flash

MICRO :

YES

SIM CARD :

MICRO SIM

BLUETOOTH :

SUPPORTED

WIFI :

SUPPORTED

MEMORY :

1GB RAM / 16GB FLASH

VIBRATOR :

SUPPORTED

GYROSCOPE :

SUPPORTED

G-SENSOR :

SUPPORTED

E-COMPASS :

SUPPORTED

SOS BUTTON :

SUPPORTED

RADIO :

SUPPORTED

NETWORK :

3G / built-in wifi / Bluetooth
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